
Phase-One Font-Characters
 Phase-One focused on developing initial vector renderings for

signs in the Postclassic codices, as well as Epiclassic Chichén Itzá.
 Most of Phase-I font characters were developed between 2017-

2019 jointly by Carlos Pallan (Univ. of Bonn) in collaboration with
Andrew Glass (Microsoft)

 A Keyman keyboard layout was implemented by Glass, allowing
direct text-entry using the preliminary-encoded characters

The Character List (glyphset)
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Table 1: Listing the 22 categories integrating the taxonomy of the Glyphary for the Mayan 
Postclassic sign-repertoire  (by Carlos Pallán)

 Research conducted by Pallán between 2016-2019 resulted in a novel 
glyphary for the signs integrating the Postclassic-Maya sign-repertoire 
(especially those in the codices), incorporating a new taxonomy, informed 
by Egyptian ones (eg. Gardiner´s list, Manuel de Codage MdC).

 Accurate mapping of signs and variants in the glyphary to font-characters 
(anticipating a compliance with a future update to the Unicode Standard) 
was achieved through a collaboration between Pallán and Glass, leading to 
the development of the Phase-One renderings seen in Table 1 above.

Goals of Phase-One
 Populating the full set of Postclassic sign-inventory, clearly 

separating signs vs. variants for each of the categories defined, by 
means of representative types

 Mapping the characters to attested examples in the codices, in order 
to study their formal and functional qualities, including the range
under which they might appear. This provides a solid basis for 
developing Phase-Two fonts.

Rendering complex glyph-arrangements and glyph sets
 Besides linear-rendering of the vector font characters, one challenge 

was to group them into realistic glyph-arrangements using quadrat 
technology, originally developed by Glass for accurate rendering of 
complex sign-clusters of Egyptian characters.

2. Sign ID 570 <cho> (Chichén Itzá)

3. Glyphset 41 illustrating signs and variants from the “Kumk’u” set

1. Sign K01a <CHAM/KI:M> (Dresdensis)

4. Complex (non-linear) 
representation of glyph-

cluster D02.S28b:Q01.D01 at 
Dresdensis D.42b



Designing Phase-Two font-characters
 In 2019 Carlos Pallán compiled a list of Mayan Postclassic

characters and their possible arrangements within glyph
blocks (quadrats).

 In original texts, each of these characters may vary in details,
shape and proportion. These fluctuations can depend on the
hand of the scribe for example, but also on its specific
position within its glyph block.

Characters, Font and Quadrats
To produce a generative font, the characters must be consistent in style, size and
proportion so that signs can be combined in arbitrary cluster blocks.
● Specific target sizes for outlines and inner elements have been

determined (Figs. 7a-7c).
● The characters’ proportions are standardized by means of adaptive grids

having the same proportions as glyph blocks in real examples (Figs. 7a-
7c):

 In their original context, some glyphs tend to overlap (Fig. 7d), while others 
have a small gap between them. The font characters are therefore drawn 
either slightly beyond or entirely within the lines of the internal block grid, in 
order to reach a more realistic representation of the Mayan script.
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Goals of Phase-Two
 The Phase-Two font development and design requires the creation of

clean outline drawings of each individual characters using a poly-adaptive
6 x 6 grid (Fig. 6a).

 Rather than a facsimile reproduction, the objective is to develop
generalized and idealized forms, through a process of abstraction. For
each character the essential diagnostic features are identified and
mechanisms determined for producing them with the font (Fig. 6b).

5. Graphic variation of A01a <u> (559 attestations) by C. Tamignaux

6a,b. Character A01a designed with poly-adaptive grids accounting for different 
proportion-ratios in the Dresdensis and Tro-Cortesianus codices (by Céline Tamignaux)

+

Abstracting forms from attested examples
Rendering Maya text accurately entails entering format controls that define
relative glyph positions in the glyph block. The system of format controls encodes
all structure combinations attested in the codices. The OpenType font logic and
input system complement each other to enable intuitive build up of sign blocks.

7a. sign A11 <ma>; 7b. sign T01 <LE:M?>; 7c. sign T11 <ti>; 7d compound showing overlap (C.T.) 

a. b.

8a. compound at D.17b_D1; 8b. compound at D.17c_A3; 8c composite form rendered with Phase-
Two font sequence A01.K04:T11 for <u-mu-ti> “(such) is its augury/omen” (C.Tamignaux)



Enhancing poor-quality documentation
 It is often the case that the quality of available documentation

for the Maya textual corpus leaves considerable room for
improvement. Nonetheless, our font-based methods draw on
robust comparative datasets, allowing to use several instances
of a given sign for informing each rendering, which greatly aids
the process of generating Phase II vectors, even from low-
quality raster images. This in turn leads to complete the sign-
inventory of the Classic and Postclassic period with upgraded
examples of signs and variants.

Digital editions of Maya texts with Phase-Two vectors
Work with Phase-Two vector forms is tantamount to extend the capabilities for rendering
codical texts into the realm of Classic-period inscriptional corpus. Currently digital editions
of texts from the Dresden Codex, Chichen Itzá, Palenque and Yaxchilán (among other
sites) are contemplated, including advanced IIIF-compliant visualizations.
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Charting the glyphset, generating datasets, collaborative work
 A total of 614 distinct signs across all categories expands to 1105 signs including

the tracked variants (Fig. 11). In order to engage in collaborative work with other
teams interested in developing fonts, we are creating datasets providing the base-
materials that are needed, these are being made available through Unicode’s
technical registry, as well as at : https://ncodex.org/Dataset_DS03.php

● Through these 
datasets, several 
different fonts following 
the Type-II 
requirements will be 
created, thus more 
accurately representing 
the breadth of regional 
and chronological 
variation of the Maya 
script through history. 

9a. Poor-quality raster image of glyph T21 <pa>; 9b. enhanced outline form using new 
rendering methods developed for Phase-Two (by C. Pallán)

11. Unicode grid showing signs from multiple classes with code-points  (Pallán)

12. Digital edition of the Dresden Codex (in progress) using font-technology and IIIFviewer (by C.Pallán)

Ethnohistorical parallels with Postclassic hieroglyphic sources
Thorough encoding of the hieroglyphic signs in the codices provides the
ability to link glyph strings to terms attested in Colonial-period dictionaries
(Fig. 10). This includes the ability of rendering them under different
orthographic conventions, thus facilitating comparative analyses by
historians and ethnohistorians between Colonial-period ethnohistoric
sources (written in Latin script) with hieroglyphic ones from the Postclassic.

Comparative analysis between ethnohistorical and Postclassic-hieroglyphic sources: 10a. Chilam 
Balam of Chumayel (Gordon 1913: 99, lines 1-13; translation by Erik Boot, 2005: 198); 10b. 
Dresden Codex D.48c’_A2-C1 (analysis by Carlos Pallán)
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